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Abstract

We have developed a new technique to monitor spontaneous absorption of fluids by porous substrates. The method is based o
electronic measuring system providing millisecond resolution. The method capabilities are demonstrated with the example of the
of millimeter-size droplets of water and aqueous solutions of polyethylene oxide and polyacrylamide by capillaries. It is shown tha
additives even in a small amount reduce significantly the rate of absorption. We have introduced a generalized Lucas–Washburn
account for the fluid elasticity. This equation is shown to explain the observed kinetics quantitatively without invoking adjustable pa
We have derived a modified Bosanquet equation for the initial velocity of penetration, which accounts for the fluid elasticity. Thi
formula gives a reasonable estimate of the rate of absorption of small droplets. We report visualization experiments on absorptio
and polymer solutions by sugar cubes as an example of porous substrates. Although the kinetics of droplet adsorption by porous s
similar to the kinetics of droplet adsorption by capillaries, the interpretation of experimental data is more complex and requires a
hydrodynamic model for lateral spreading in pores.
 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Spontaneous penetration of viscous and viscoelastic
ids into pores is observed in various natural and physio
ical processes and has numerous applications in med
and biomedical engineering, cosmetics and personal
oil recovery and agriculture, catalysis and separations
per and fiber industries, etc. [1–5]. This process may be
fast. As shown below, a millimeter-size droplet of wate
completely absorbed by a sugar cube within∼ 0.01 s. Fast
absorption was studied by high-speed photography of p
agating menisci in transparent capillaries [6–8]. We have
veloped a new technique applicable to various substrate
stead of monitoring the position of the liquid front in por
we follow with millisecond resolution the change in vo
ume/radius of the droplet residing atop the substrate.
method is based on an optical electronic measuring sy
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E-mail address: aneimark@triprinceton.org (A.V. Neimark).
0021-9797/03/$ – see front matter 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights r
doi:10.1016/S0021-9797(02)00045-0
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-

that has significant advantages over commercially avail
high-speed photography.1

In the proposed method,2 a syringe–substrate assembly
placed between a light source and an optical sensor as s
in Fig. 1a. A droplet is emitted and as soon as it touc
the substrate the fluid penetrates into the pores. Schem
sketches of characteristic stages of droplet absorption
capillary are given in Fig. 1b. The luminous flux propagat
through the gap between the needle of the syringe and
substrate is measured during the process of absorption
analysis of the dynamics of droplet absorption is redu
to an interpretation of the optical signal. The intensity
the luminous flux is controlled by the cross-sectional a
of the droplet residing in the gap at a given instant in tim
In the instrument embodiment, the signal displayed on
screen is a transformation of the real optical signal.

1 After our article was submitted, there appeared a very interes
article [9] where high-speed photography was employed to analyze dr
absorption by porous substrates.

2 Patent pending.
eserved.

http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jcis
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Experimental setup for studying the droplet absorption. L, l
source; P, photodiode; M, multiplier; A/D, analog/digital converter (A/D
C, dozing screw. (b) Sequence of events featuring the droplet absorpti
capillary.

read the luminous flux blocked by the droplet. That is,
signal decreases as the droplet penetrates into the subs
In the simplest version of the method, we measure the
interval�t between droplet formation and its disappeara
due to complete absorption (Fig. 1b). Since the initial dro
suspended at the needle is almost spherical, the optical s
is easily calibrated into the droplet volumeV0 with high
accuracy. The amount of absorbed liquid�V is calculated as
the difference between the initial volumeV0 and the volume
Vt of the residual droplet attached to the needle. Thus,
rate of absorption is quantified by the average volume
flow rate Q = �V/�t . Absorption by a capillary can b
quantified by the average fluid velocityU given by the
formulaU = Q/πR2 (R—radius of the capillary).

The method can be used for characterization of a w
range of different porous substrates. Among them are c
laries, solid and soft membranes, rough surfaces, yarns
The technique can be also applied to quantitative analys
e.

l

.
f

the wettability, permeability, and sorption capacity of str
tured substrates, including chips for microfluidic devic
nano and micro electromechanical systems, chips for
tein recognition, and the like [10].

In this paper we first describe the experimental set-up
then discuss the difference between the absorption kin
of viscous and viscoelastic fluids.

2. Instrumentation

As shown in Fig. 1a, the optical measuring syst
consists of a light source (L) and a photodiode (P) w
a multiplier (M). The system is connected to a compu
through an analog/digital converter (A/D). As the drople
emitted from the syringe by a dozing screw (C), the signa
processed to determine the droplet volumeV0 and the time
of droplet absorption�t .

We illustrate the method of determination of parame
V0 and�t by using a typical form of the signal in Fig. 2. Th
left ascending branches correspond to the bulging drop
shown schematically in the second frame of Fig. 1b. T
descending fragments in Fig. 2 correspond to the proce
absorption, the characteristic stages of which are sket
in frames [3–5] of Fig. 1b. The right ascending branc
manifest the appearance of the next droplet at the ne
edge. The time interval between the maximum and
minimum of the signal curve in Fig. 2 corresponds to
time of droplet absorption�t . Assuming that the drople
has a spherical shape when the signal is maximal, we ob
the initial droplet volumeV0. The volumeVt (Fig. 1b)
associated with the minimum in Fig. 2 is calculated
considering the residual droplet as a spherical cup.
assumption of the droplet sphericity is justified by t
visualization of the process (see Section 3).

Fig. 2. Example of the records of optical signals (arbitrary units) du
absorption of a water droplet and of a droplet of polyacrylamide solu
by a capillary.
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3. Material characterization

We used distilled water, aqueous solutions of polyeth
neoxide (PEO) of molecular mass of 4× 106, and polyacry-
lamide (PAM) of molecular mass 11× 106. The stainless
steel capillaries of 0.46- and 0.65-mm diameter, g
capillaries of 0.65-mm inner diameter, and sugar cubes w
used as model absorbents. A detailed analysis of the
sorption phenomenon was performed on glass capilla
0.65 mm diameter. To provide the data on reproducibi
the capillary was carefully cleaned with water, then wit
2% aqueous solution of NaOH, and then with water ag
Finally, the capillary was dried with air at room temperatu

The surface tension of liquids was measured by
drop weight method of Tate with the correction fac
given in [11]. The measurements were done with the s
instrument. The data are summarized in Table 1.

The stages of the absorption process were demonst
in a series of visualization experiments. Figures 3–5 s
some video frames taken during droplet absorption.
images confirm the assumption that the droplet rem
spherical until it touches the substrate. As soon as con
is established and absorption begins, a bridge linking
droplet and needle is formed. Although the time interv
are very small, they are sufficient for stress relaxation. T
the contact line is kept pinned to the needle brim, a
-

d

t

in accord with a traditional scheme of droplet formati
the droplet detachment is associated with breakdown o
bridge [2]. While the process of bridge rupture is alm
unaffected by the substrate properties, we observe a str
difference between absorption of water and absorptio
polymer solutions. The first four frames in Figs. 4 and
are almost identical and the time intervals between th
are comparable. That is, the polymer additives do
affect significantly the hydrodynamics of bridge formatio
However, they do affect the droplet snap off at the l
stages when the bridge neck transforms into a thin filam
Almost cylindrical filaments were detected recently
water droplets as well, but they disappear swiftly [1
The stability of filaments formed by PEO solutions refle
the effect inherent in macromolecular solutions: during
bridge thinning the coils are stretched, thus forming a bu
of “pins” stabilizing the filament [12–14]. The filame
lifetime is an order of magnitude longer than the time
bridge formation. Thus, fluid rheology influences the proc
of droplet detachment significantly by increasing the lifeti
of the bridge. However, the presence of the filament link
the absorbing droplet and the needle does not affec
measured rate of absorption. Indeed, the cross-sectiona
of the filament is much smaller than the cross-sectio
area of the droplet and, consequently, the contributio
the filament to the reading signal during droplet absorp
The pr
Table 1
Experimental values of parameters measured at room temperature 20–22◦C and used in computationsa

PAM PEO PAM PEO PAM PAM PAM PEO Water

Concentration (ppm) 10 10 100 100 200 500 1000 1000 0
Surface tension (mN/m) 71.7 69.9 71.7 62.5 70.9 70.2 69.4 61.8 71.7
Relaxation time (10−2 s) 0.33b 0.16b 2.7 0.8 5 11 20 5 0
Viscosity (mPa s) 4 1 4 1 4 4 16 4 1
Average flow rate (mm3/s) 104 220 51 112 38 24 7 69 220
πR2 · UVE (mm3/s) 127 195 53 138 39 27 10 37 220

a UVE is defined by Eq. (3).
b The values obtained by fitting the curve of relaxation time versus concentration.

Fig. 3. Absorption of a water droplet by a stainless-steel capillary. The time intervals between the first, second, and third images are about 1 s.ocess
takes about 10 ms between the third and fifth images.
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Fig. 4. Absorption of a water droplet by a sugar cube. The time intervals between the first, second, and third images are about 1 s; between t
2–3 ms.

Fig. 5. Absorption of a droplet of 100 ppm PEO solution (λ = 0.02 s) by a sugar cube. The time intervals are: between the first, second, and third im
2–3 s; between the third, fourth, and fifth images, 2–3 ms; between the fifth and sixth images, 14–16 ms; between the sixth and eighth images, 0.5
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is negligible. For large droplets (� 2 mm3) formed from
concentrated polymer solutions (� 500 ppm) the filamen
radii are greater than those depicted in Fig. 5. However
optical signal has two well-distinguished regions: the fi
is associated with the droplet disappearance and the se
is attributed to the dynamics of filament thinning. Thus,
time of droplet absorption can be found with high accur
as a point where the steeply decreasing region transfo
into a shallow one. Though the presence of the filam
does not affect the absorption rate directly, it is a sign
d

fluid elasticity may play an important role in the proce
Moreover, the phenomenon of filament thinning seem
be a promising tool for determination of the relaxation ti
simultaneously with measurement of the droplet absorp
rate [15]. We are currently modifying the instrument
include this option.

For quantitative characterization for polymer solutio
a coaxial cylinder viscosimeter was used to measure
shear viscosity of the liquids. As we see from the rheolog
measurements (Fig. 6), in the range of large shear rate
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Fig. 6. Viscosity of different solutions as a function of shear rate.

shear viscosityη may be approximated by a constant. T
high shear rates are typical of the process of absorp
Indeed, the shear rate can be evaluated asΓ = U/R, where
U is the velocity of fluid penetration, andR is the capillary
radius. TakingU ∼ 15 cm/s andR = 0.3 mm we estimate
the shear rate as∼ 500 s−1. At such large shear rates,Γ �
100 s−1, the shear viscosity of PEO solutions is practica
the same as that of water, 1 mPa s. At the same time, P
solutions show non-Newtonian behavior, especially in
range of shear rates between 100 and 500 s−1 (Fig. 6). As the
shear rate increases further, the viscosity of PAM solut
tends to a certain limiting value. For 200 ppm solution, t
value is approximately four times larger than the visco
of water, while the viscosity of 500–1000 ppm solutions
about 10 times greater than that of water.

The visualization experiments point out that the fl
elasticity must be taken into account for polymer solutio
To quantify fluid elasticity we invoke the Maxwell mode
Being quite simple, this model is suitable for fluids, whic
from one side, have a constant shear viscosity, and, from
other side, show an elastic response [13–16]. While k
ing the viscosity Newtonian, the Maxwell model accou
for the elastic properties of the fluid through a special
rameter called the relaxation timeλ. The latter is estimate
as the time that is needed for a polymer coil to assum
spheroidal shape after deformation. Monitoring the kine
of filament thinning under stretching, and assuming a s
nation point flow in the filament, the relaxation time can
extracted from images akin to those in Fig. 5 [12,15,17,
The extensional rheotester [14,15,17,18] was used to m
sure the relaxation time by analyzing the images of the
ment during its thinning. The data are summarized in Fig

4. Rheological effects in the dynamics of
droplet absorption

The dynamics of droplet absorption by capillaries
quantitatively characterized by Figs. 2, 8, and 9. A typ
record of the optical signals specifying the effect of flu
-

Fig. 7. Relaxation time as a function of PAM and PEO concentration. Fi
lines: for PAMλ = 10ACB , A = −3.373± 0.089,B = 0.894± 0.039; for
PEOλ = 10ACB , A = −3.543± 0.087,B = 0.750± 0.038.

Fig. 8. Experimental data on absorption of water and polymer solution
glass capillaries.

Fig. 9. Rate of absorption of droplets of PAM solutions as a function
the relaxation time. The mass concentration is specified for each point
error bar represents the deviations of the absorption rates for the drop
different size.
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rheology is given in Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 8, apparen
the initial droplet size does not influence the process of
sorption, even if the liquid column is longer than 10 diam
ters of the capillary. These observations are quite puzz
because at least for water absorption, an almost devel
Poiseuillean profile is expected to be built up in such lo
columns [19]. Therewith, the droplet volume should aff
the flow rate which is in apparent contradiction to the obs
vations. The experimental data show that the viscous fo
are somehow counterbalanced, thus maintaining the a
age velocity unchanged. A quite accurate estimate of
average velocity is given by the Bosanquet value [20]. T
Bosanquet velocityUB can be obtained by writing the mo
mentum balance for the moving column neglecting visco
and external hydrodynamics [7]. Assuming that the velo
at the inlet is zero and the pressurep− equals atmospheri
pressure, one findsp− = p+ + ρU2

B , whereρ is fluid den-
sity. The pressures are connected by the Laplace formu
p− − p+ = 2σ cosθ/R, whereθ is the contact angle, an
σ is the surface tension. Thus, the Bosanquet velocity ta
the formUB = √

2σ cosθ/ρR. In other words, the Bosan
quet velocity reflects the balance of the inertial and capil
forces.

The apparent negligibility of viscous forces can be
plained if we account for the finite volume of the extern
droplet [1]. Indeed, the positive Laplace pressure indu
by the droplet curvature increases in the process of abs
tion and may counterbalance the viscous resistance of
viscosity liquids such as water [21]. A quantitative verific
tion of this idea is presented below.

As seen from Figs. 8 and 9, the velocity reduction is p
nounced even for the smallest concentrations of polym
10 ppm of PAM gives rise to an almost twofold reducti
of the absorption rate. The shear viscosity and the sur
tension of the solution of 10 ppm PAM do not differ app
ciably as compared with pure water. Thus, the reductio
the absorption rate should be related to the elastic pro
ties of the polymer solution. As we see from the rheolog
measurements (Fig. 6) in the range of large shear rate
shear viscosityη may be approximated by a constant, wh
complies with the assumptions of the Maxwell model. W
employ the latter to account for fluid elasticity. This mod
allows us to focus on the effect of polymer additives as
is manifested through the difference in normal stresse
the meniscus. Namely, in addition to the pressure, poly
solutions exhibit an extra stress with a normal compon
counterdirected to the flow. This effect, known as the We
senberg effect [22], is inherent in viscoelastic fluids: po
meric coils stretched in a shearing flow oppose the motio

In the case of relatively long columns, for which t
Poiseuillian velocity profile is expected to serve as an ap
priate approximation, the physical scenario of the phen
enon is as follows. While moving through a capillary, t
column of viscoelastic fluid experiences Poiseuillian re
tance similarly to a simple viscous fluid. In addition, in t
direction of flow, a normal stress is built up. It is proportion
-

s

-

to the pressure gradient squared [16,22,23]. It results in
duction of capillary pressure at the meniscus, thus lowe
effectively the tensile wetting force. As will be shown in
forthcoming paper (Kornev and Neimark [24]), the entran
effect of stretching of a viscoelastic fluid is much sma
than the Weissenberg effect and can be neglected. Ma
matically, the kinetics of absorption of a viscoelastic flu
by a capillary is described by the following equation for t
position of propagating meniscusx [24]

ρ
d

dt

(
(x + cR)

dx

dt

)
+

(
8η

R2

)
x

dx

dt
+

(
16λη

R2

)(
dx

dt

)2

(1)= 2σ cosθ

R
+ 2σ

Rd

+ ρgx.

Herec is a coefficient of apparent mass, we assume it to
c = 1 [4,25,26]. The first term in the LHS of Eq. (1) accoun
for the inertia of the liquid column, the second term is
sponsible for Poiseuillian friction, the third is caused by
difference in normal stresses at the meniscus of a visco
tic Maxwellian fluid. The RHS accounts for capillarity an
gravity. The first term on the RHS is the capillary pressur
the advancing meniscus and the second term is the Lap
pressure due to the droplet curvature [21]. The radius o
droplet curvature,Rd , is expressed through the current c
umn lengthx and the droplet volume by using the formul
in Ref. [21]. A detailed discussion of Eq. (1) is given els
where [24].

In the beginning of this section, we explained the ph
ical meaning of the Bosanquet velocity by considering
momentum balance. Note that Eq. (1) in the limit ofc = 0,
η = 0, λ = 0, andRd = ∞ reduces to the standard equati
of capillary fall/rise of an inviscid fluid known as the Bosa
quet equation [20]. As shown in [4], the Bosanquet veloc
dx/dt|t=0 = UB = √

2σ cosθ/ρR corresponds to a singula
solution to the Bosanquet equation. This solution assu
that the column takes on the characteristic velocityUB im-
mediately after contact between the fluid and capillary.
counting for viscosity does not change this singular solut
because the Poiseuillian viscous force is proportional to
length of the liquid column and thus vanishes atx → 0. In
the viscoelastic case, the Weissenberg effect contribute
the force balance with a term proportional to the veloc
squared. That is in the limitx → 0, d2x/dt2 → 0, Eq. (1)
with c = 0 andRd = ∞ is rewritten as

(2)

(
1+ 16λη

ρR2

)(
dx

dt

)2

= 2σ cosθ

ρR
.

The solution to Eq. (2) is given by formula

(3)UVE =
√

2σ cosθ

ρR(1 + 16λη/ρR2)
= UB√

1+ 16λη/ρR2
,

which determines the velocity of penetration of a viscoe
tic fluid in the asymptotic limit when the velocity is sti
high, but the acceleration ceases. As was mentioned ab
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Fig. 10. Kinetics curves of droplet absorption by a glass capillary. Dimensionless coordinate of meniscus,x/L, versus the reduced time,t/(L/U). c = 1,
θ = 0, V0 − Vt = 4 mm3, 2R = 0.65 mm. (1) Water, (2) 10 ppm solution of PEO, (3) 10 ppm solution of PAM, (circles) 10 ppm solution of PAM w
viscosity as in (1) and (2), (4) 100 ppm solution of PAM, (5) 200 ppm solution of PAM.
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the Weissenberg effect results in a reduction of the ca
lary pressure at the meniscus. Therewith, the velocityUVE

decreases compared with the Bosanquet velocityUB . Esti-
mates of the absorption rate based onUVE are presented i
Table 1 (θ = 0, 2R = 0.65 mm) in comparison with the ex
perimental flow rates averaged over the data points of Fi
As seen from Table 1, the velocity of penetration can be e
mated by Eq. (3) quite well. This points toward a conclus
that the Weissenberg effect is the primary cause of the
duction in absorption rate.

We studied numerically the role that the fluid viscos
and capillary pressure of the external droplet played
absorption experiments. Leaving the regularizing term w
c = 1 allows one to formulate “natural” initial condition
for Eq. (1): x = 0, dx/dt = 0 as t = 0. As first shown
for viscous fluids in Ref. [25], the model with “natura
initial conditions has the Bosanquet velocity as its limit
case. Thus, the strategy for interpretation of the experime
data is straightforward: we solve Eq. (1) with “natura
initial conditions assuming that the volume of the absorb
droplet at t = 0 equalsV0 − Vt , and calculate the lengt
of penetrationx up to the point when it approaches t
maximum length of the liquid columnL = (V0 − Vt)/πR2

within a negligibly small distanceδ = 1 − x/L = 0.001
to avoid a natural singularity of Eq. (1). The dynamics
meniscus propagation is shown in Fig. 10 for water and P
solutions of different concentrations for 4-mm3 droplets.
Within time scales relevant to the experiments, the kine
is almost linear: the Poiseuillian viscous friction is balan
by acceleration due to the Laplace pressure in the exte
droplet. The velocity depends on the relaxation time du
the Weissenberg effect. To illuminate the effect of the fl
elasticity, we added in Fig. 10 the kinetic curve calcula
l

l

Fig. 11. Comparison of the calculated and experimental rates of absor
The kinetic curves were calculated with Eq. (1) with the input parame
listed in Table 1.

for a 10 ppm solution of PEO, which has the shear visco
of water, but the relaxation time is half the relaxation ti
of a 10 ppm solution of PAM. The circles correspond t
10 ppm solution of PAM calculated with a shearing viscos
equal to the water viscosityη = 1 mPa s, which is four time
smaller than the experimental value from Table 1. As s
the viscosity plays a secondary role in the reduction of
absorption rate.

The calculated absorption rates for the droplets of dif
ent sizes show a moderate dependence of the rate of ab
tion on droplet size within the volume range 1 to 5 mm3.
A comparison of theoretical predictions with the experim
tal data on water and PAM solutions is given in Fig.
(dashed lines). As seen, the theory based on Eq. (3) w
fairly well. The effects of Poiseuillian friction, gravity, an
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1)
capillary pressure of external droplet are responsible for
viations of the curves from their average values. These
fects seem to be secondary compared with the effects of
tia and elasticity which determine the initial velocity of pe
etration, Eq. (3). Note that the calculations were perform
without any adjustable parameters!

The predictability of the experimental data for PEO
lutions is somewhat poorer than for PAM solutions (see
timates of the rate of absorption in Table 1), especially
high concentrations. This may be related to a known sh
coming of the upper convected Maxwell model as app
to concentrated polymeric systems in shear and exten
flows. A similar problem was encountered in earlier stud
by Liang and Mackley [27]. The authors concluded that
rheological characteristics determined with the extensio
rheotester deviated significantly from those measured
the shear flow cone/plate rheometer. Theoretically, the
laxation time measured with the extensional rheotester i
average over the spectrum of relaxation times measured
the cone/plate rheometer [16,27]. However, the measure
laxation time of extensional deformations systematically
ceeded the average relaxation time of shearing deformat
threefold and more. Similarly to the observations of Lia
and Mackley [27] to fit the experimental data for 1000 p
PEO solutions, we would need to use the relaxation t
λ = 0.0125, which is four times smaller than the value
Table 1 measured with the extensional rheotester. This p
lem requires further investigation.

5. Conclusion

A new technique has been developed to study the ki
ics of absorption of fluids by porous substrates. Using
optical electronic measuring system with millisecond re
lution, we monitored the process of absorption of a sin
droplet of a given volume. The time of droplet absorpt
characterizes the material absorbency. The method cap
ties are demonstrated in examples of absorption of water
polymer solutions by glass capillaries. Aqueous solution
polyethyleneoxide (PEO) and polyacrylamide (PAM) we
chosen as model viscoelastic fluids.

As shown in experiments on capillaries, the presenc
a small amount of polymer additives causes a significan
crease in the time of absorption. We conclude that the fl
elasticity is responsible for the prominent reductions in
rate of absorption of polymer solutions. We introduce
modified Bosanquet formula, Eq. (3), for the velocity of pe
etration and showed that the average velocity of absorp
of droplets with different volumes is well described by th
formula. The introduced formula represents a balance
tween the wetting, inertial, and elastic forces in the asy
totic regimex → 0, when the velocity is high, but the a
celeration of the liquid column diminishes. It assumes t
a counterpressure due to fluid elasticity weakens the dri
capillary pressure at the meniscus.
-

,

-

To describe the kinetics of droplet penetration in m
detail we used a generalized Lucas–Washburn equa
Eq. (1). This equation, derived and discussed in de
elsewhere [24], allows us to take into account the effe
of the viscous friction due to the Poiseuillian flow insi
the capillary and of the acceleration of the flow cau
by the Laplace pressure induced by the positive curva
of the external droplet. These effects are shown to
secondary compared with the wetting, inertial, and ela
forces. Remarkable agreement was found for the rate
absorption of water and PAM solutions, including drop
volume dependence. With the physical parameters of fl
measured independently, the data are fitted without
adjustable parameters. For PEO solutions, we obse
the same trend as for PAM solutions; however agreem
between theoretical predictions and the experiments
poorer, especially for high concentrations. Possible rea
for these deviations are discussed.

Also, we report visualization experiments on absorpt
of water and polymer solutions by sugar cubes as an ex
ple of porous substrates. Although the kinetics of drop
adsorption by porous substrates is similar to the kinetic
droplet adsorption by capillaries, an interpretation of exp
mental data is more complex and requires a plausible hy
dynamic model for the lateral spreading in pores.
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